
"h'ï&MpGÎiil Do you think UNB students are 
aware of social issues?

Photos: Nusin Brown 
Interviews: Valerie White
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1. “No, because of the 2. “No, because of lack of ge- 3. “Yes. When discussing issues 4. “No, because most students 
responses in previous ‘View- nuine concern.” with students, I feel that they don’t read enough.”
points.” are conscious of what’s going

Sue Coster

5. “Yes. They hear about it in 
class or they read about it in 
the papers.”

BA II Tammi Richardson
on.

BScIVInterviewer Susan HodgsonBA III.5 Manuel Skoulas BA III Terry Thorne
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9. “People like to think they 10. “I don’t think they’re half 
are, but they generally don’t as aware as they should be. 
do anything about it.” People don’t seem to want to

get involved.”
BA III France Haché BA IV Chrissie van Driest

6. “Yes, because the Mexican 7. “Probably people are aware 8. “Social diseases, but not 
earthquake is a conversational to a certain extent, but they social issues.” 
topic.” don’t realize the seriousness of

some situations.”
Darryl Tracy BSc I Jerry Gibb Phys Ed Grad Rob Szo
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STUDENT TAXII
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474-0266
After months and months of deliberations and numerous meetings 

we have decided upon the following NEW RATE STRUCTURE
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1) $2.00 to/from campus and downtown 

2) $1.00 discount off total fare in all zones or areas 
3) $1.00 per person when 3 or more travelling together

24 Hours - We Never Close 
"Service is Our Business"
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Policy: You must show driver your ID card when travelling off campus

Thank you for your Patronage

Our prices are now identical with our main competitor, the question is now one of service

LOOKING FORWARD TO YOUR PHONE CALL
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